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Résumé: Cet article vise à s’interroger à la fois sur la pertinence et les limites des 
nouvelles méthodes de «périodisation», la façon dont elles ont été mises en place 
récemment par les historiens littéraires tels que Marshall Brown, David Perkins, Linda 
Hutcheon, Lawrence Besserman et d’autres, en prenant un cas particulier de la critique 
du XIXe siècle, plus précisément, les fragments critiques d’A. C. Swinburne et ses 
«bizarreries». En assumant l’aspect topographique de toutes les périodes culturelles, 
le savant lettré et érudit victorien émet ses jugements de valeur plutôt comme une masse 
d’étiquettes expressives, ce qui conduit à une exclusion brute des dénominations soit 
relationnelles ou conceptuelles pour les périodes réelles. Ensuite, les méthodes 
accrocheurs de Swinburne d’assembler dans une narration modulaire les différents 
parts et morceaux de l’histoire nationale (soit-elle anglaise, française, grecque ou 
latine) sont peut-être les premières hypothèses du continental et une large diffusion des 
thèmes littéraires – cette fois, pas dans l’Europe nationaliste du XIXe siècle, mais dans 
la communauté européenne.
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The question of “periodization” and the new comparative literary histories

It seems that the main focus of comparative literary histories1, as well as of new 
periodization‑cuts, is to enlarge the theoretical frames, to multiply the approaches, and 
to refine the methods of investigation. Linda Hutcheon, for instance, considers that 
passing from the ‘literary history’ to ‘social history’ implies the acknowledgement of 
the critic’s subjective location and, therefore, limitation. The so‑called ‘situatedness’ 
(the way in which perspective, interpretation, and narration trigger the impulse, then 
the consciousness, of writing a literary history) inspire the literary critics and historians 
to ‘cut’ the course of national histories and ‘paste’ it into more comprehensive formulae 
(whether continental or regional), all built according to a rigorous editorial plan, which 
does not suppress, however, either the local specificities or the contributors’ indi‑
vidualities. In this ‘cut‑paste’ context, no matter how much the analysis terms are prone 
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to accuracy, there is a growing need to overstep both the empirical landmarks (such as 
the mystics of centuries’ dawn and decadence, of authors’ birth and death dates, of debut 
and publication, and the like), and the categorical interpretations (labels such as 
‘neoclassicism’, ‘late romantic fiction’, and so forth). To “rethink literary history – 
comparatively”, as Linda Hutcheon would say. Hence, the traditional, ‘objective’ 
timelines are met by scholars with a series of “alternative time frames of reception”. 
Cut and structured according to the historian’s image and likeness, the new spatial and 
chronological lines correspond to the ‘modular’ features of historical narration. The 
success of such a research project is decided by the appropriateness of cuts into a wider 
editing work, which, in their turn, should be utilitarian in essence: “the function of 
literary history”, David Perkins believes, “is to produce useful fictions about the past”2. 

At any rate, the treatment of literary history as a storytelling project (Linda 
Hutcheon) or emplotment (Hayden White) opens a line of doubts and hesitations. Is it 
not the literary historian’s work on the verge of becoming – Marshall Brown asks – 
more of a utilitarian ‘assembling’ than one of proper ‘writing’3? Is it not turning every 
comparative literary history into a sort of didactical reader, into an anthologist’s/ assem‑
bler’s/ arranger’s mirrored image, into a ‘cut‑paste’ procedure? Is it possible that the 
post‑modern need to enlarge and move the frames of reference divulge, in spite of the 
editors’ ambitions, a narrow psychological equation, a restrictive list of ‘must‑be‑read’? 

Whether one refers to ‘rethinking’/ ‘remaking’ the criteria applied to authors, literary 
currents, and even to entire literatures, or refers only to the critic’s genuine ‘techno‑nar‑
cissism’, the issue of new ‘periodizations’ grounds into the literary historian’s historical, 
therefore personal, whereabouts. A type of ‘dialectics’ (created in order to save the 
critical discourse from the critic’s moods and humours4), periodization should be ‘a 
resource and a corrective’ for former understandings. Therefore, even though it is not 
taking away completely the chronological landmarks, the science of literary periodi‑
zation pursues, first and foremost, the corrective cut; in his Periods and Resistances, 
Marshall Brown points to the fact that periodization ‘concerns thought’, which is other 
than ‘knowledge’5, that is, a reflection, a form of deepening an intuition on literature; 
consequently, the time‑lines become border‑lines, and the literary ‘period’ as such 
acquires a spatial definition, as ‘terrain’6, as ‘region’ or even as ‘topography’. 

But the most problematic issue does not lie in the way the cutting is done, but in the 
way the historian labels these periods. Some of these labels, Brown says, are ‘relational’ 
(for instance, Middle Ages, Renaissance, Neoclassicism, Post‑modernism), because they 
explain themselves in relation to other ‘terrains’; others display rather ‘expressive’ traits 
(such as Shakespeare’ age, Rabelais’ age, Dante’ s century, Victorian period, Capitalist 
era, Industrial Revolution, etc), particularly those that rely on personalities’ names or 
historical events; the third type of period denomination refers to ‘conceptualized’ names, 
such as Enlightenment, Baroque, Realism, and so on. Thus, the new literary researchers 
have launched the rethinking of the existent cultural fundaments according to a two‑axis 
scheme; on the one hand, there is the act of cutting, on the other, there is the act of 
naming.
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Undeclared by scholars, there is yet a third process implied in the critical re‑periodi‑
zation. This points to a general modus operandi among literary critics and historians, 
the practice of taking distance, wandering and eventually returning, from time to time, 
to the same ‘terrain’. Needless to say, the re‑evaluation of Romanticism and its inherent 
cutting into plural “Romanticisms” (going from Arthur O. Lovejoy and Morse Peckham 
to M. H. Abrams, Harold Bloom, Northrop Frye, Jerome McGann and Charles 
Altieri) starts from each of these critics’ respective case studies: Wordsworth, Blake, 
Swinburne… 

Notwithstanding its apparent obsolesce (in a slant manner, I shall return to the 19th 
century criticism to examine its proper way of cutting literary history), such a case study 
might be, for us, the ‘multifarious’ and ‘miscellaneous’ critical work bequeathed by 
Algernon Charles Swinburne. Leaving aside his poetry, theatre and letters (all of them 
bearing doubtless aesthetic values), one feels a certain fascination for his critical jigsaw 
puzzles; his texts offer enough opening and raw material for my current questioning of 
the effectiveness of new periodizations and cuts; they also offer the image of a crushed 
critical career, because it had been swerved by, let us say, ‘textual laceration’. Carried 
from 1860 through 1909, his activity as a literary critic delves into the discovery and 
experimentation of new critical approaches, more adequate to the Western cultural 
inheritance, which had already become too complex and wide to be handled with 19th 
century analytical instruments. 

Ofttimes, Swinburne’s solutions are ingenious. As, by education and spirit, he was 
inclined to embrace not only the whole of the Western literary tradition, but also his 
own reading experience (travelling across English, French, Italian, Old Greek, and Latin 
cultures), the Victorian litterateur sets afloat a few avant‑garde methods that serve his 
failed projects to put together a set of comparative literary histories: 1. anthologizing 
through in extenso quotation and excerpting (insomuch that his critical texts on Hugo’s 
literature have the sheer aspect of a bare anthology); 2. ranking and classification of 
values in the brief form of literary canons; 3. essential lists as a core for future 
comparative critical practise; 4. re‑periodization within the context of synthetic cultural 
parallelisms, i.e. series of artists, who are piled together either according to an 
iso‑psychological principle or to an underlying cultural coherence. His “methodless 
method”7 – in Samuel C. Chew’s phrase – is a breakthrough approach in the 19th century, 
thought to be so because it takes leave from positivist categorization. Hence, for 
Swinburne it is mighty reasonable to assemble divergent personalities such as 
Milton‑Blake‑Whitman, Rossetti‑Blake‑Michelangelo‑Leonardo, Keats‑Poe‑Marlowe‑ 
Byron‑Théophile Gautier; Goya‑Doré; Jonson‑Dryden‑Byron; Shakespeare‑Milton‑ 
Shelley; Horace‑Chaucer‑Petrarch‑Ariosto; Shakespeare‑Webster‑Marston; Blake‑ 
Shelley‑Coleridge; Dekker‑Blake‑Shelley, Tennyson‑Musset, Wordsworth‑Byron; 
Platon‑Sade etc. Sketching a critical hypothesis, Swinburne puts them together and 
leaves to his reader the privilege of ‘tracking’ the arguments and causality. 

Among these, the most fertile and effective critical tools are the list, the top and the 
classification, all of them illustrating the transcendence and the re‑working of taste 
hierarchies. They represent an open domain for theoretical investigation, as Swinburne’s 
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considerations are placed at the crossroads of geographic continuities (The Western 
world being considered as a spatial continuum), on the one hand, and linguistic, 
historical, political, psychological and moral discontinuities, on the other. A rara avis 
among contemporary English and European literary critics, Algernon Charles Swinburne 
distrusts the nationalist paradigm in history, accommodating his perspective to a global 
and continental survey, wherefore his swiftness in cutting new frames and periods, in 
proposing new criteria and aesthetical filiations. Beyond Swinburne’s renowned 
obsession with ranking authors in the columns of cultural journals, one might notice 
that this ‘déformation profesionelle’ occurs frequently in modern, post‑Swinburnian 
criticism; take for instance Harold Bloom’s or, why not?, Nicolae Manolescu’s canonical 
expertise as a sort of ‘abbreviated’ criticism and experimental re‑periodization. My 
guess is, although I will not expound upon it, that all literary historians think and furrow 
literature in ‘lists’, whether they are lists of ‘best books’ or lists of ‘to‑be‑read books’. 

It is also interesting that the ‘list’ grows into a subject of essayistic inquiry in Harold 
Jaffe’s recent ‘quasi‑essays’ and ‘docufictions’. The Revolutionary Brain, for instance, 
looks like a book escorted by lists; it begins with a piece called Death in Texas (where 
the author provides us with a list of death‑sentenced people) and ends with Revolution 
Post-Mill (where another list, this time of porn internet sites, is gently offered to the 
reader)8. The lists – Jaffe believes – represent a good way to ‘dramatize’ endless and 
limitless information. Eventually, the list (Swinburne’s list, as well) is an ‘interrogative 
art’9, an ‘arrangement’ of questions. 

Useful fictions about the past: the “list”, the “canon”, and the “classification” 
as modelling structures and analysis instruments within 19th century 
literary history 

As much as all his poetry, fiction and theatre pieces do, Algernon Charles 
Swinburne’s critical prose also stimulates the reader’s intelligence in the same way a 
creative analysis10 or a creative criticism11 can, by counting on the fancy glossa, 
divagation and colloquial style. Some of his old enemies and “backbiters” would have 
said that this is nothing more than a case of impressionist criticism, nothing more than 
an artistic poisoning of objective verdict. However, displaying a sort of hardness when 
wearing a scholar’s robe (while he deciphered Blake’s and Chapman’s manuscripts), his 
interest for the chronology of Shakespeare’s plays and his accuracy in handling 
biographical references draw Swinburne closer to the historicist approach than to 
impressionist liberties. Nevertheless, fashioned as a violent and passionate ‘praising’ 
exercise (“the noble pleasure of praising”), the Swinburnian hermeneia works, from its 
first outbursts, as a protest against cold interpretations, marked by “historical expla‑
nations” and “dispassionate analysis”12. 

When the critic’s voice rises against the Arnoldian critical establishment, as well as 
against his contemporaries’ infatuation with dates and time limits, Swinburne’s discourse 
becomes the anarchic agent within the canonical corpus of English literature. 
Fragmentary, ceremonial, occasional and miscellaneous, his criticism wins only in brief 
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moments of revelation: “Swinburne’s judgments” – Edward Thomas states – “are less 
interesting than his tastes, even in the arts. His judgments were often just, his reasons 
for them exquisite, but too often he showed how personal a matter literary criticism was 
to him, yet without giving up the excessive judicial pomps; far too often he could not 
praise one man without damning another”13. Similarly, his contemporaries decline his 
critical faculties and judge him as an inspired ‘anthologist’14, who is actually extending 
a mere 18th century orientation. 

Shattered between judgement and taste, the experimentalist critic of 19th century 
England would not accomplish his plan to write an expanded history of Elizabethan 
theatre, even if he worked on his Elizabethan studies all his life; neither would he 
accomplish an expanded history of English Romanticism, even if it was not so rare an 
event for him to revisit its definitions, principles and masters’ gallery, going against the 
trend and declaring Shelley a greater poet than Byron, Coleridge’s a greater mind than 
Wordsworth’s; neither would he accomplish an expanded history of the 19th century 
novel, even though he numbered among the few who had read everything by Balzac, 
Walter Scott, Dickens, George Eliot, Brönte sisters, Elizabeth Gaskell and all the 
like, and even though he correctly identified that the core issue of the Realist ‘terrain’ 
does not lie in the mimesis affair, but in the depths of their vision and the intensity of 
their ardour. 

For all that, a great narrative, a great emplotment (in Hayden White’s terminology) 
sustains this chequered assemblage: Swinburne’s passion for critical rephrasing and 
re‑cutting. Whereas everything is energy, every artist is an ‘anamorphotic’ hypostasis 
of the same energetic whirl, as in Blake’s illustrations; hence, the great artists may live 
in a sort of contemporaneity and synchronicity, beyond historical criteria. 

The eccentric interpreter shows off his ‘heroes’ on a convulsive anti‑historical 
foreground. Therefore, he is cutting ad usum delphini a literary ascendancy and vir‑
tual descendent line, he establishes a hierarchy seated on his “ear’s authority”, he 
self‑legitimizes by appealing to a gallery of models that are foreseen as out‑of‑history 
“hermaphrodites” or “androgynous” personalities (Shakespeare, Hugo, Blake etc.), then 
he establishes different reference points for cutting literary and aesthetical periods. This 
actually becomes a basis for a fresh vision on the cultural stages, a species of ‘aesthetical 
eons’ (rephrasing here Blaga’s inspired formulation from Eonul dogmatic)15. Inclined 
towards giving ‘expressive’ labels and not ‘relational’ or ‘conceptual’ ones, Swinburne’s 
critical studies frequently mark correspondent ‘terrains’ with logos such as ‘Shakespeare’s 
Age’, ‘Milton’s Age’, ‘Landor’s Age’. Only seldom does he refer either to unfixed 
‘relational’ names (‘Romanticism’ or ‘Renaissance’) or to ‘conceptual’ defi nitions (‘clas‑
sicism’, ‘Realism’, ‘Enlightenment’). Instead, his new cuts delineate a libertines’ period 
(beating in tandem with Marquis de Sade’s heart), a history of ‘gentle dames’ (comprised 
of the spicy stories woven around Catherine de Medici, Elizabeth I, and Mary Stuart), 
or a great comedie humaine as an arch‑pattern for the realist novel in general. 

From his entire critical prose, perhaps the most coherent narrative murmurs under the 
layers of that list presented in ‘Pall Mall Gazette’, in January the 22nd, 188616. It contains 
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100 names of favourite authors and is, to a point, akin to Blooms’s (and other critics’) 
recent endeavours to make up a Western canon list17. Far from being among the main 
goals of this essay, the virtual ‘conservative’ lineage between Algernon Charles 
Swinburne and Harold Bloom must be inquired into. Nonetheless, it is quite certain that, 
in the sixties, when Bloom was publishing his texts on Blake (chapter I of The Visionary 
Company and, respectively, Blake’s Apocalypse: A Study in Poetic Argument), the critic 
would not mention Swinburne’s own monographic study, entitled William Blake: 
A Critical Essay. Later on, in The Anxiety of Influence and The Western Canon, Bloom’s 
lists of mandatory readings also include Swinburne’s name (see Democratic Age).

A great lover of classifications, canons, rankings and, generally, of literary com‑
petitions, the Victorian writer used to exclude his contemporaries from his Hundred Best 
Books. This ensured, unequivocally, the firmness of aesthetical verdicts. At the 
beginning of Swinburne’s list there they are, the names of Shakespeare, Aeschylus and 
the Hebrew Bible (the Books of Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, Job), their ‘common’ feature being 
the ‘elemental’ fight between mankind and Fate; whatever the subjects, themes or 
authors judged, the literary critic uncovers some kind of a fight between the human 
being against a type of double determination, the first being that of the upper Divine 
forces, and the second that of the lower Passion forces. I guess this could be the common 
feature of such divergent works… The top three references are followed by a series of 
Ancient Greek and Latin authors, among whom we could not find – which is absolutely 
astounding for connoisseurs! – Sappho, the woman poet of sensuous refinement, of 
prohibited pleasures, quoted, mentioned, translated, and finally metabolized by Swinburne 
in poems such as On the Cliffs, Anactoria etc. Homer, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Pindar, 
Lucretius, and Catullus come after. Then, Dante opens the series comprised of Chaucer, 
Villon, and of a stock of Renaissance playwrights such as Marlowe, Webster, Molière, 
and Rabelais. 

However, the chronological principle for periodization (Ancient Literature continued 
by Renaissance) is suddenly abandoned because one discovers a cluster of ‘philosophers’ 
and ‘sages’ flanking the Renaissance authors, comprised of Epictet, J. S. Mill, Omar 
Khayyam and Milton, followed by a bunch of Romantics. Khayyam excepted (he had 
gradually become a god among the Pre‑Raphaelite Brotherhood), all these thinkers 
might go very well together when taking into consideration their theories on the 
interaction of ‘liberty’ and ‘pleasure’. For the Romantic set, the ideas conveyed by other 
Swinburnian texts confirm Shelley, Hugo and Landor’s literary ranking, closing the first 
third of the list. Yet, Swinburne had stated before that „the name of Shelley seems to be 
indisputably the third if not the second on the list of our greatest poets”18. Additionally, 
Gosse’s biography fills in our picture with an anecdotic tale about Swinburne’s real list: 
“At Jowett’s dinner‑table R. W. Raper once asked him which of the English poets had 
the best ear. Swinburne replied with earnestness and gravity: ‘Shakespeare, without 
doubt; then Milton; then Shelley; then, I do not know what other people would do, but 
I should put myself’”19. Immediately after, without a major scandal against the steady 
canon of the Victorians, Swinburne notes the names of Coleridge, Blake, Wordsworth, 
Keats, Elizabeth Barett Browning and Byron. However, the smooth series of Romantics 
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is broken by a pack of epic masters (tale tellers, novelists, poets, biographers and 
essayists) such as Boccaccio, Spenser, Philip Sydney, Charles Lamb, Boswell, Scott. In 
the rear, between the entries 39 and 42, Swinburne builds a quad of prose aces: Balzac, 
Dickens, Thackeray, Swift. 

Along with the blurring of periods, literary genres and movements, the criteria grow 
knottier; the literary eras get lumped into a tabular system which engages multiple‑choice 
answers. From entry 21 to entry 41, we witness a very original assemblage of names 
(from Boccaccio to Elizabeth Browning) and aesthetical ages (Romanticism, 
Renaissance, Realism); in spite of diversity and even in spite of former periodizations, 
one can guess that this heterogeneous cultural topology builds on the ballad’s model. 
With Swinburne, you can only ‘guess’… Then, the ‘Hundred Best Books’ brings to the 
fore another Elizabethan series, namely, Jonson, Beaumont & Fletcher, Ford, Dekker, 
Tourneur, Marston, Middleton. It reminds me of a related structure from Swinburne’s 
projected history of English Renaissance, entitled The Age of Shakespeare. This too 
remained, unfortunately, incomplete… a victim of ‘guesses’.

Still more captivating, the second half of Swinburne’s list is overtly declared a raw 
‘anthology’, perhaps in Charles Lamb’s style from Specimens of the English Dramatic 
Poets Who Lived About the Time of Shakespeare. It is not a pure accident that the 
Victorian litterateur wrote to a friend in 1868, and confessed that anthologizing 
Coleridge would be a far more pleasant task than working with Byron’s writings: “a 
more congenial labour to me than the Selection from Byron”20. Thus, the critic chose to 
sculpt the bulk formed by Donne, Dryden, Pope, Defoe, Fielding, Sterne, Voltaire, 
Diderot, Stendhal, Dumas, Jane Austen, Brontë sisters and George Eliot’s complete 
works into a new text. Underneath the commonplace statement of preferences – only 
now we can get the critic’s ‘catch’ – there is a larger meditation on the relationship 
between ‘genius’ and ‘talent’, between ‘heroes’ and ‘giants’, between ‘prominent’ and 
‘influential’ personalities, eventually, between ‘fragments’ and ‘masterpiece’. 

Critical approaches such as the taste hierarchy (the square classification of the 
‘hundred books’, much as they are actually authors’ names), the dogmatic aesthetical 
valorisation (the ‘golden trinity’ in the beginning contains the meaning of the whole 
list), the ‘crystal’ geometry of authors (into a Classics’ series, a Romantics’ series, a 
Renaissance series, a Playwrights’ series, an Epic series, and so forth), then the 
cross‑breeding of these ‘crystal’ groups (Scott and Coleridge are appreciated both as 
poets and as prose writers; no matter the differences, Epictetus and Mill propose the 
same reflection on ‘liberty’, etc) settle a method of critical analysis that develops from 
a radical and innovative vision on literary ‘periods’ and ‘genres’.

Beyond the play upon dazzling analogies and ‘matches’, there is Swinburne’s steady 
conception of literature as a ‘spinning wheel’ (some of the scholars called it ‘anamor‑
phic’, others, ‘metamorphic’, which for Swinburne is practically the same). The same 
whirl of energy comes to life and configures itself throughout various personalities 
and ages. 

Admitting its caprices, taste can be shaped by rigour and convention; to the point, I 
would say, that, in Swinburne’s case, the overlaying of rigours created the effect of a 
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literary ‘taste’. Cautiously written – as his other critical fragments may prove – 
Swinburne’s ‘Hundred Best Books’ from 1886 is not a contextual improvisation, trailing 
Lubbock’s or maybe Auguste Comte’s library lists. On the contrary, it provides us with 
a comparative approach of European literature, before E.R. Curtius’ or Mihail Bahtin’s 
cultural theories. Last but not least, Swinburne’s own ‘list’ proves to be a genuine piece 
of “interrogative art”, perhaps the best way to react to the anxiety of influence, through 
a lively ‘dramatization’ of endless and limitless information.
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appealed to a similar strategy, by self‑legitimizing thorough the same ‘authority model’, that is, William 
Blake (Swinburne’s study on Blake, William Blake: A Critical Essay, London, John Camden Hotten, 1868, 
and, respectively, Bloom’s Blake’s Apocalypse: A study in Poetic Argument, New York, 1963). Moreover, 
the four ages (‘theocratic’, ‘aristocratic’, ‘democratic’, and ‘chaotic’) bear resemblances to the diffuse 
structure of Swinburne’s list from ‘Pall Mall Gazette’. We have to mention, however, that Bloom enlists 
Swinburne among the ‘democratic’ personalities, counting in only the poems and the letters (see p. 422 of 
Bloom’s Romanian translation). Is, maybe, Cecil Y. Lang’s edition of letters the one that alerts Bloom 
about Swinburne’s existence? 

18 Algernon Charles Swinburne, Wordsworth and Byron, in Miscellanies, second edition, London, 
Spottswoode&Co, 1889, www.archive.org, p. 103.

19 Edmund Gosse, The Life of Charles Algernon Swinburne, London, Macmillan&Co, 1917, www.archive.
org, p. 299.

20 Qtd. by Edmund Gosse in The Life of Charles Algernon Swinburne, London, Macmillan&Co, 1917, www.
archive.org, p. 182. 
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